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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the following: Let H be a finite group 
and x be an element of H of odd order. Suppose a finite group G contains H such 
that the centralizer of x in G is equal to the centralizer of x in H and x is con- 
jugate to y, an element of H, only if they are conjugate in H. The question is: 
1Vhen can we conclude that G = N? If we can conclude that G = H with no 
further hypothesis, we say (H, X) has the strong embedding property. If we can 
conclude that G = H at least when G is simple, we say (H, X) has the weak 
embedding property. 
In this paper we establish a result when H = -4: , an alternating group on 7 
letters. 
THEOREM. If H = A,, x = (1, 2, 3), then (H, x) has the weak embedding 
property. 
We also establish the following, which is used in the completion of the proof 
of the main result: 
PROPOSITION. Let the finite group G have the maximal subgroup H satisiving 
the following: 
(i) H = XP(t), where P = (x, y‘,, x3 = y3 = [x,yJ =: I, and t’ = 
(zt>” = I for all z E P, X, H. 
(ii) A’ = R x K x T, where R has odd order and y acts fixed-point-free 
on X, K and Tare 2-groups, xy centralizes K and actsjxed-point-free on T, and x 
centralizes T and actsJixed-point-free on KS + 1, T # I. 
(iii) H is the only maximal subgroup of G containing XP and 
I Q,(Z(K x T))j > 4. 
Then G is not simple. 
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In Section 1 some general results are given. Proof of the proposition is given in 
Section 2. 
We start the proof of the main result in Section 3, where we look at a counter- 
example of minimum order, use character theory to determine an upper bound 
for the order of G in terms of the orders of the centralizer of elements 
of G of order 3, and determine all 3-subgroups of G normalized by P = (s, y>, 
where s == (123), y = (456). In Section 4 we find the maximal elements of 
N(P, 3’) the set of 3’-subgroups normalized by P. We conclude by applying the 
proposition to establish a contradiction. We use the standard notation of [7]. 
1. GENERAL RESULTS 
The following results are well known. Let H < K < G, where G is a finite 
group. 
DEFINITION. We say H is strongly closed in K relative to G if whenever 
h E H such that hg E G for some g E G, then ho E H, and H is weakly closed in K 
relative to G if whenever Eig < K for some g E G, we have Hg = H. 
1.1. Suppose that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and that V is a weakly 
closed p-subgroup of P with respect to G, then N,(V) controls the fusion of 
CP( V). 
Proof. Suppose that x, xg are elements of C,(V), then V and F’g < Cc(xg). 
Let PI , Pz be Sylow p-subgroups of C,(sg) such that V < PI , V < P, . There 
exists y E C,(XQ) such that PI = P2v, and by Sylow’s theorem to C’c(x”), we see 
Tr = Vgu. Thus, gy E N,(V) and xQ = xgu E .@‘(“). 
1.2. THEOREM [Theorem 8.1.101. Let the finite group G haoe a normal 2- 
subgroup Q such that G/Q is dihedral of order 6. Let an element s of G of order 3 
act fixed-point-free on Q, and let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then 
(i) Q is of class at most 2; 
(ii) if -4 is an Abelian subgroup of Q, then (A, A”) is also Abelian; 
(iii) if 1 Q 1 > 4, the class of Q is less than the class of any other subgroup of 
P of index 2. 
1.3. THEOREM [Theorem 8.2.101. Let G be a finite group with a normal 2- 
subgroup Q such that G/Q is isomorphic to PSL(2,2”), n > 2, and suppose an 
element of G of order 3 acts fixed-point-free on Q, then Q is elementary Abelian and 
is the direct product of minimal normal subgroups of G each of order 22n. The Sylow 
2-subgroup P of G is of class 2, and, if 1 Q ] >a 22rs, Q is the only Abelian subgroup of 
G of index 2”. 
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1.4. GLAUBERMAN z* THEOREM [6J. Let She 4 sylow 2-subgroup of afinite 
group G and x E S. A necessary and su@Ent condition for x E Z*(G) is that there 
exists y E C,(x) such that y is conjugate to x in G and y f x’. 
1.5. THOMPSCN TRANSFER LEMMA [13 Lemma 5.381. Let Al be a nraxinzal 
subgroup of S, a Sylow 2-subgroup of a finite group G, and T : G -+ S/M is the 
transfer map. 
(a) If the involution y of S not in M does not fuse into 3% then (~1’ = S/M, 
so that the kernel of r is a maximal subgroup of index 2 in G. 
(b) If, in addition, M is generated by its involutions and zf no involution of 
S - Mfuses into M, then M is a SyIow a-subgroup of kernel T. 
1.6. SMITH-TYRRR THEOREM [I I]. Let G be a finite group, P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G, p odd. Suppose 
(i) I N,CP)/P.CCP)! = 2, 
(ii) class of P < 2, 
(a) if G is perfect, then P is necessarily cyclic, 
(b) zf P is not cyclic, then either O=(G) < G and G == Op(G) . N,(P) or 
02(G) < G. 
2. THE PROOF CF THE PRDPOSITION I 
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that G is simple. We devide the proof 
through a series of lemmas: 
LEMhIA I. For each class K of invo&ions of H with either, there is an element 
k E K such that k-lyk = y-l or KCO,‘(H). 
Proof. By hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii), N,(X) = H = izT,(K x T). Since 
(K x T) admits (y>(t) and {yj acts fixed-point-free, (K x T) is unique in 
(K x T)(tj and of class <2. Hence, (K x T)(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of its 
own normalizer, so it is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Consider H’(r x K x 7’) 
(y:)(t). The principal 3-block of H has the form (using the fact that 
C/r(Y) = <iv>) 
e 3’ k ----- 
1 1 1 
d 1 6 
11-k 1 -1 Is+-1. 
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If k+yk = y-l is false for all k E K, then f +(k’k’ = sy) = 0 for all 3’-elements 
commuting with y, where f #(R/k’ = sy) is the number of conjugates of K with 
product = sy. Transforming this into character sum in the principal block, n-e 
have 
this gives 
c x(k)’ X(Y) I 0 
XeEyH’l XC’) ’ 
1 +!F- d (6 + 1)’ -: 0, 
d i- 1 
i.e., (6 -- d)’ = 0, 
giving 6 = d. Then K lies in the kernel of every character in the principal block, 
and so lies in O,(W) = O,(H), proving the lemma. 
COROLLARY-. The incolutions of H not in Xv are all conjugate (even in H). 
Proof. The extended centralizer of y in H’ is C;.(y) = f-v, t>, so all involu- 
tions of H’ not in S must be in /y, t> ,X D, by Lemma 1. Using the fact that all 
involutions in D, are conjugate, we have all involutions of H’ not in S are con- 
jugate, and C,*(J~) = (P, t‘ , all involutions of Ii not in O:,,(H) := O:,,(H’) =I S 
are conjugate to t. 
Ml’e have seen already that K x T is weakly closed in (K / T)‘t: , 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and it is of class of at most 2, and any involution of 
El is conjugate in H to t or lies in K .X T. Since Qi(Z(K ‘/. T)) char K >: T, 
elements of Qi(Z(K x T)) are conjugate in G only if they are conjugate in 
&Vo(s2,(K x T)) by application of 1.1. Bp maximality of H and supposition that 
G is simple, No(Q,(Z(K x T)) =: H. In particular, if k is an clement of 
O,(Z(K i’ T)), its conjugates in Q(Z(R >: T)) are K, kv, Ru’. Since ~ .Q;?,(Z(K 
T))I > 4, we can always pick k so as not to be conjugate to t in H, and from now 
on we assume this done. 
LEMMA 2. The only conjugates of k in G lying in (K x T)(t’? are k, k”, k”‘. 
Proof. By corollary and the underlying assumption, any further conjugate 
kg lies in K x T, whence kg, k, kv, Ku* generate an Abelian group. Sow let .-1 
be an Abelian subgroup of K x T chosen (i) to contain the greatest possible 
number of conjugates of k and (ii) subject to this, to be as large as possible. 
We first show that the conjugates of k in A are already conjugate in No(-4). 
Indeed, let k E d. Then *4g-i centralizes k, and since (K ;,: T)::t, is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G and C,(k), we can assume A@ < (K x T),c’t: An element of 
(K Y -T)(t;, not in K x T transforms KY to kr’ since it must involve t, so that 
an Abelian subgroup of (K ‘.,: T)<t,l not in K x T can not contain k” or kvl’. 
Furthermore, the conjugates of k in 48-l lie in K >: T. Thus if r3g-l .:-. K :- T, 
we have (-4!‘-l(K ‘I T))(k”, is an Abelian subgroup of K > T containing more 
conjugates of k than -4, contrq to the choice of .J. Hence -4”-’ ..:’ K T. 
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By choice of A each A and A’J-I are maximal Abelian subgroups of K x T. 
Since K x T is of class of at most 2, (K x T) < Z(K x T) < A, and this 
implies A, A9-l are normal in K x T. By weak closure of K x Tin (K x T)(t), 
it means that -4 and rl-’ are conjugate in N&K x T), which is H. But since 3 
acts fixed-point-free, (-4, JP) is Abelian by Theorem 1.2, so A = Av by maxi- 
mality of A. Thus the conjugates of A in H are -4 and A’. Replacing g by tg 
if necessary, we can assume .4 = 39, i.e., g E ni;,(A). IVe have therefore shown 
that conjugates of K in ;-1 are conjugate in N,(J) as required. 
A K z: T (K x T)(t,>,. A is normalized by P so Nc(-d) ,> XP, and hence, 
N&4) == H or N,(A) = .YP. This implies that the only conjugates of R in A 
are K, Ku, KY’ as required. 
LEMMA 3. t is not conjugate to any element of K x T in C,(k). 
Proof. BY Lemma 2, the conjugates of k are k, Kg, Kg’, and Wku* = I, since 
y fixes MY&* and the fact that y acts fixed-point-free. This implies the on11 
conjugates of P(k) in C(K)/(K) is P(K). By Glauberman’s Z* theorem (Theorem 
1.4) we have P(k) E Z((K)(k;). This means for some normal subgroup M of 
C,(K) of odd order, M<rZ, kg:; is normal in C(R). By Frattini argument this gives 
C(k) = dUI,&(K, Kg)). We also have (K, Ku\ < .Q,(Z(K x T)), and so 
(k, ku) d H because of the fact that the conjugates of k in H lying in (K x T) 
(t> are k, Ry, KY*. Hence, by maximality of H, we have N((k, KB:)) = H. Hence 
C(k) = MX(t) or MX(x)(t). Since (K x T) < X, we have t is not conjugate 
to any element of K x T from the structure of C(K), as required. 
We could stop here, by quoting Goldschmidt’s results [13] concerning strongly 
closed Abelian subgroups, because we have shown (k, ky;> is a strongly closed 
Abelian ‘-subgroup of C(k). But we can also finish more concisely. 
LEMMA 4. t is conjugate in C(k) to some element of k’ x T. 
Proof. By Thompson’s f transfer theorem (1.4) t is conjugate in G to some 
element of K x T, say to E K x T. Then both kg and <k, k@) centralize to, so 
we can choose h in C,(t#) so that kg” lies in the same Sylow L-subgroup of Cc(t#) 
as (k, Ku>. By Lemma 3, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G contains only three conjugates 
of k, so this implies k Oh = kyi for some i. Since h E C,(tg), tghy-’ lies in K x T 
and gIzy-” centralizes k, proving the lemma. 
The contradiction between Lemmas 3 and 4 complicates the proof of the 
propositon. 
3. STRUCTURAL kmrms FOR hhh-rn~AL COUNTER EXARIPLE TO THEOREM in 
Throughout the proof, s == (I 23), y = (456), P = ix, y;, A, is an alternating 
group on 7 letters, z1 = (1425)(36), s = (45)(67), t = (47)(65). We notice that 
the finite group G will satisfy the following: 
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(i) G has a Sylow 3-subgroup P = (x, y:), because N(P) < d7 by 
hypothesis of the theorem, hence P is a Sylow 3-subgroup of its own normalizer 
and so of G. The normalizer of P in G is P(a‘:, where x3 = y3 = [x1 y] = 1 and 
a4 x 1, v-lxf) = y, v-lp zez x-1. 
(ii) C,(x) = PT, where T = <s, t:\ with s2 =c ta = (~t)~ = 1, y-lsy =z t, 
y-lty = st. 
(iii) The group (T, Tl’> has order divisible by 3. 
Thus to prove the theorem, it is enough to prove the following: 
THEOREM. A jinite f simple group G satisfiting condition (i) to (iii) is isomorphic 
to A,. 
3.1. Character Theory 
Suppose in this part that G satisfies only (i). Then G has two conjugacy classes 
of elements of order 3, represented by x and xy, and CG(x) = PT so it is 3- 
nilpotent. We have P Q Co(xy) and IV~JP) = P, which implies both Co(x) 
and C,(g) are 3-nilpotent. 
Then the principal 3-block of G has the form in the table 
; 
c 
1 +afb+-c 
1 +a+b+c 
-. 
x XY 
---- - ___- 
1 1 
1 1 
1 I 
I 1 
-2 1 
I -2 
since P is self-centralizing, the principal 3-block is the only block with defect 
group equal to P, so that for characters X in the other blocks either s(x) = 0 
or Z(xy) = 0. We can use this in the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. If C,(xy) = 9m, then $; f(s~s~ = xy) = 2m”. 
Proof. Since x is not conjugate to x-‘y- l, if xgxh == x-y, there is an element of 
order 3 centralizing .@, xh, and xy. Thus there is an element K in Co(xy) such that 
.x+ and xhk centralize an element of P. Now C,(x) = (x>(y:~ . L, where 3 
normalizes L and acts fixed-point-free on it. From this, it is easy to see that the 
only possible choices of .@, xhP are .@ = x, .vhk = y and vice versa, so that 
a@, xhX: beIong to P. The same is true of Co(y), so that in any case we may take 
xgk, xht to belong to C,(xy~-‘), But C,(xy-‘) = ‘NY--~‘\ . (xy? AZ, where x-v 
acts fixed-point-free on M of order m. The choices than are .@ =: SZ, y”’ == Z-ly 
or p - ~~ y”, “y.hl. -= z-lx for an\ _ zz E .‘I[. This gives 2m choices. The effective 
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number of choices of K is m since it must be chosen from Co(g), but elements of 
P = C,(xy) C,(xy-l) do not move .xyy- 1. This proves the lemma. Applying the 
usual character-theoretic formulas, we obtain 
LEMMA 3.3. If 1 C,(x)! = 91 and I C,(xy)l = 9m, then 
1 G / = 1621 
where a, b, c are rational integers (not necessari[v positizle) satisfying a = b = c = 
l(9) but a f 1, b + 1, c # 1. 
Proof. We have 
IGI f f (x’*v’ = &YY) = @.),” xcharC -c x(4’ x(v) x(l) . 
By Lemma 3.2 and the character theory given in 3.1 we get 
Zrn’ = 1 G 1 r(l+;+;+f+l+a;b+;)’ 
proving the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.4. / G 1 < 36012m2. 
Proof, We already have 
wJC x(x>” XkY) 
811* xcharC x(l) 
=l+~+;+Lc+i+a2+b+c 
1 1 1 5 9 zz l-s-8-8+(*)>b->20 
by using congruence a = b = c = l(9) and a # 1, b F I, c f 1. So we get 
1 G l/81L2 < 2m2 . +Q, i.e., / G 1 < 360%* as required. 
From now on, let G be a minimal counterexample to Theorem A. We use 
throughout the notation of conditions (i) to (iii). We look at N(P, 3’), the set of 
subgroups of G of order coprime to 3 and normalized by P. 
LEMMA 3.5. If X belongs to X(P, 37, th en either x or y acts fixed-point-free 
on X, and so X is nilpotent. 
Proof. If x does not act fixed-point-free on X, then X n T # 1 and since y 
normalizes X also, T C X. Similarly ify does not act fixed-point-free, TV < X. 
But then by condition (iii) (T, TV) < X and X has an element of order 3, a 
contradiction. The second is just a corollary. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let H be a proper subgroup of G containing P. Then if N = 
O,,(H), we have one of the following cases: 
(i) H,l;Y E P, N is nilpotent normal subgroup of H. 
(ii) H/K Y P(u), N is nilpotent, where u = VP. 
(iii) H/N N P(v> , N nilpotent. 
(iv) H/N N A, , N is elementary Abelian 2-group. 
(v) H/N 2 A7 , with .Y corresponding to (123) N is elementary Abelian 
2-group. 
(vi) H/N % -g7 zkth s corresponding to (123)(456) N = 1. 
Proof. If H is 3-soluble then H has 3-length and 1 because P is Abelian and 
H = IV . N,(P) by the Frattini argument, since N is nilpotent by Lemma 3.5, 
we are in one of cases (i) to (iii). By Theorem 1.5 and the Burnside transfer 
theorem, if H is not 3 soluble, N,(P) = P(v). If X is minimal subject to being 
a normal subgroup of H properly containing N, P(rJ, E X and the Frattini 
argument then gives -7 = H, i.e., H/N is simple. 
In the map H - H/N image of H is noted by H. Then C&g) is a homo- 
morphic image of a subgroup of Co(x), so C,(.Y) must have order 9 or 18 or 
C’,(x) N C,(x). We clearly see that CH(.y)i can not be 18, because C,(x) contains 
P, so that if T n H + 1 T < H. Now Bryson [4] has determined all finite 
simple groups with an element of order 3 whose centralizer is of order 9. If, as 
R must, it has an elementary Abelian Sylow 3-subgroup and two classes of 
elements of order 3, such a group must be -4, or -4; (with .? in the class 1.3”). If 
CH(.2^) C,(x), the H satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, and so, since G is a 
minimal counterexample, H is isomorphic to -4: (with E in the class l”3). This 
gives (iv) to (vi). The special form of :V arises from the fact that any element of 
order 3 in -4, lies in a subgroup isomorphic to -3, and -4, and acts on a group :V 
so that an element of order 3 acts fixed-point-free. By Theorem 1.3 IV must be 
an elementary Abelian 2-group. In the case when x is in the class 13*, 
.? normalizes CT in -4; , so that we must have 11: -= 1. This completes the lemma. 
If ,Y = 1 belongs to (P, 3’), then Lemma 3.6 applies to H = No(X); we shall 
then say X is in case (i) if case (i) of the lemma applies. If H = NG(X), X < 11: 
so N # 1, and X can not be in case (vi). We now look at the nontrivial elements of 
(P, 3’) which are not in case (v). In particular, we prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.7. If A’ + 1 belongs to K(P, 3’) and is not in case (v), then ez!er> 
element of x(P, 3’) contained in No(X) is contained in O,*(N,(X)). 
Proof. By inspection, the lemma follows from 3.6. 
The situation in the conclusion of Lemma 3.7 is so desirable that it is natural 
to prove next that the hypothesis is always true. We establish then the following: 
LEMMA 3.8. If X # 1 belongs to N(P, 3’), X is not in case (v). 
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Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that No(X) = O,(N&)) A, . We 
may suppose X chosen maximal subject to this so that X = O,((No(X)). 
Because X is normalized by P, X is generated by its intersection with Co(x), 
G(y) C&y), and C&Y-') by [7, Th eorem 6.2.41. Now C,(.Y) and C,(y) are 
conjugate in S, and if one of them is 1 by Lemma 3.5, so both are. Also 
C,(xy) n C&y-r) = 1, since an element of it would centralize P. So if 
C,(xy) = K, ,Y is the direct product K j< K“. We recall that S is elementary 
Abelian. We need first to prove 
(a) The centralizer of .ry in G is KP. 
Proof. Observe first that z’ does not normalize K, so that K as an element of 
N(P, 3’) is not in case (v). If R is an odd order Sylow subgroup of 
No(K) admitting P, and by Lemma 3.7 both are contained in O,$N,(K)), which 
is nilpotent. So R centralizes KK”. Since N,(KK”) = KK’A; , this implies 
R = 1, i.e., C,(g) = LP, where L is a 2-group. 
Next, any involution in X-4; not in X is conjugate to an involution in X<X)(U) 
and since s acts fixed-point-free on X, this means it is conjugate to u, and so 
centralizes a conjugate of s. Thus it can not centralize a conjugate of “y. Hence, 
any conjugate of K contained in N,(S) is contained in X. Thus S is weakly 
closed in NG(X). It follows that a Sylow 2-subgroup of No(X), which is of order 
8 ( K 12, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now G contains the subgroup XT of order 
4 ) K lp normalized by the dihedral group (y>(u), so that the 3-element acts 
fixed-point-free. Since K z I,4 1 K la > 4 and so by Theorem 1.2 it is of class 2 
and unique in the Sylow 2-subgroup in which it lies. This implies that any other 
class 2-subgroup of G of order 4 1 K jB lies in other Sylow 2-subgroup of G and 
so is conjugate to it. In particular, a class 2-subgroup I’ of order 4 j K I2 nor- 
malized by P is conjugate to XT in N,(P), and so is either XT or XT”. So 
Cxg) = K. But if Co(xy) = LP with L > K, 1’ = O,,(N,(K)) contains a Y 
subgroup of L of order at least 4K, and of course contains Kz’ also. Thus it is of 
order 4K’ at least (and hence or order exactly 4Kz) but has C,(xy) = 4 1 K /. 
This is a contradiction as we have already shown that Cr(.~y) = K. This shows 
that L > K, proving statement (a). 
Now we continue with the proof of Lemma 3.8. From (a) it follows that (in the 
notation of Lemma 3.3) No(X) = 2520m2. By the same lemma ) G / < 5760m2 
(since I = 4). Thus No(X) h as index at most 2, giving G not simple, a contra- 
diction. This completes the proof of lemma. 
We have established the necessary lemmas. 
4. MMIMAL 3'-SUBGROUPS AND THE CONTRADICTION 
We have already enough information on elements of X(P, 3’) from previous 
section. In this section we first find the elements of K*(P, 3’), the set of maxima1 
elements of n(P, 3’). First we prove the following: 
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LEMMA 4.1. An element X # 1 of K(P, 3’) is contained in a unique element of 
K”(P, 3’). 
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that X i 1 as an element of K(P, 3’) 
and is contained in the distinct elements Hr , H, of K*(P, 3’), and that Hi is 
chosen as large as possible consistent with this. Then S b< HI , X < ff? and since 
HI , Hz are nilpotent, this implies X < Ni = NHI(X), i = 1,2. By Lemma 3.8 X is 
not in case (v), and by Lemma 3.7 Nr and Ns are contained in O,(N,(X)) and 
hence in a maximal element HFs of N*(P, 3’). Then we have HI n H3 = IV1 > -Y, 
so by choice of X we must have HI = Cr, , and similarly He = Hz . But H, = Hz , 
a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
We now determine the elements of K*(P, 3’) in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. There are just two maximal elements of N(P, 3’). The notation 
can be chosen so that, if C,(xy) = (A x A’) xy, where R has odd order and K is a 
2-group, then one of these is R >( T x K and the other is (R x T x K)o. Further- 
more, K = I, and (T Y K)u is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Any element H of X(P, 3’) is generated by its intersection with 
C,(x), C,(~JJ), C,(y), and C,(?c?/-‘) by [7, Theorem 6.2.41, hence with T, 
R i< K, TV, and (R x K)“. If T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the unique maximal ele- 
ment X of x(P, 3’) containing it, then T is self-centralizing in a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G in which it lies, and since T = 4, we get the the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G is dihedral or semidihedral by [12, Lemma 41. The Result of [8] gives all 
simple groups with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup and none it are a counterexample 
to the theorem. Also finite simple groups with semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups 
have been classified in [I] and none are a counterexample to the theorem. In 
particular, we have X I# T. By Lemma 3.5 X can not meet T” because it contains 
T, and so it meets R x K or R i< K”, and by Lemma 4.1, if it meets either, it 
contains it, and if it meets both, it contains both. But then XX” I= 1, so by 
Lemma 4.1 again X = X”, contrary to the fact that T C X and T” 4 X. So it 
meets one of them. If we replace y by y-l, ‘u by 2f-r throughout, we do not 
change our assumptions; therefore, so there is no loss of generality in taking 
X = (R x K)T. Now we have N,(K) > R ;( K because X is nilpotent and 
the fact that N,(R i: K) > R ;< K and R is odd. We also have that 
N,(K) admits P, so by Lemma 3.5 N,(K) must contain T, i.e., IV,~(K) = X 
and so K Q ,Y. Since sy centralizes K, we have 
[s, g] = [s, g]“’ = [s”U, g] = [t, gl = [f, gp = [t”“, 81 = [SC g] for gEK 
and, since y acts fixed-point-free on KT by Theorem 3.3, KT has class of at 
most 2, and so we have [s, g13 = [s, g][t, g][st, g] = 1. This holds only if [s, g] = 
[t, g] = [st, g] = 1, i.e., T centralizes K, and X = R x T k: K. It is now clear 
that X and X” are the only maximal elements of N(P, 3’). K # 1 because we 
have shown that T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. Then K >: T is weakly 
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closed in (K >: T)(~j)(uj by Theorem 1.2 because y acts fixed-point-free and 
1 KT 1 > 4. But by the maximality of X, NG(KT) = XP(u), so that KT(u) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of its own normalizer, so it is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
This completes the lemma. 
We are concernd in what follows with the notation of Lemma 4.2 as well as our 
earlier notations. Note that the normalizer in G of T in T x K is (R ,C 
T x K) P(u). 
We are now in position to establish the centralization to the minimal counter- 
example. 
LEMMA 4.3. G is not simple. 
Proof. We have seen that the normalizer of R x T x K is (R x R x K) P(u), 
and this satisfies the hypothesis of the Proposition 1 with t = u. Hence, we have 
G not simple. The contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
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